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A sad truth on a day of unimaginable tragedy was that many hospitals and
triage centers would not be needed, Few people survived the Sept.I 1
attack. But that was not known when LVHHN began mobilizing its
emergency disaster team at 9: 15 a.m.
"Disaster struck with few facts, but we knew New York City could not handle thousands
of critically injured people and we had to be ready," says Michael Weinstock, M.D., chairman
of emergency medicine. "We immediately called our emergency disaster team including St.
Luke's and Sacred Heart because this needed to be a Valley-wide effort." That 50-member
team met first at 11:30 a.m. John McCarthy, D.O., disaster control director, took over
medical management and Stu Paxton, senior vice president of operations, LVH-Muhlenberg,
took over administration.
Bed management moved quickly to clear beds for victims. "We called a second triage nurse
to help," says Lisa Romano, manager, bed management. "Physicians, nurses and patients
responded immediately-in
just a few hours we made 160 beds available."
By 1:30 p.m., a joint news conference was held at LVHHN with St. Luke's and the Eastern
Pennsylvania Emergency Medical Services Council announcing readiness. By 3 p.m., the
boardroom transformed into an Emergency Command Center with dozens of phones
and computers. An alpha page system allowed the team to communicate instantly.
Meanwhile, police, firefighters and employees flooded 402-CARE with offers to help
LVHHN, the Red Cross and Miller Memorial Blood Center. Pastoral care and behavioral
health counseled patients and staff in coping with the enormity of the tragedy.
"By midnight, it became clear that anyone who got out was being treated in New York,"
Paxton says. "But I was in awe of our collective response. As a citizen of the Valley, I take great
comfort knowing what we can do."
See pages 8 &- 9for a portrait of patriotism at LVHHN .

"Route 66" Leads to Your Courage,
Unity and Patriotism
As I drove across America, I was moved by your resolve
to answer a dazed nation's call for help

The phone call that awoke me on

Rockies to the brisk cornfields of

community responded to the needs of

September 11 ripped me apart. On the

Kansas, I was able to get continuous

our nation. While it is tragic in some

line was Sheryl Hawk, a manager in

updates on my cell phone about our

sense that we were all ready and had

marketing and public affairs, urging

network's involvement in the aid of

no one to care for, it is reassuring to

me to turn on the television. We had

our nation.

feel the depth of professionalism,

both just completed presentations at
a national conference in San Diego,
2,794 miles from friends, family and
colleagues.

While the images, stories and
emotions riveted the nation, the
people of LVHHN immediately

compassion and patriotism that is
embedded in the very heart of
our people.

called on their great resolve to reach

The stories at LVHHN and looking

I sat on the edge of the bed in my

out to our neighbors in New York.

forward to joining our families and

hotel room shattered with shock,

I was overwhelmed with PRIDE by

co-workers kept us going, going for

disbelief and dismay. "Oh my God,

how fully and wholeheartedly our

55 hours, stopping only for two meals

the world is going to hell," is all

team responded-how

and a few catnaps ...until we finally

I could say.

staff freed up beds to treat potential

But our call to action was clear:
find a way to get back to the Lehigh
Valley as soon as possible. Within
a half-hour, we had a car and our
mission: to be in the embrace of
friends and family again and back
at LVHHN with our caring team.

our medical

patients; how our trauma team was in
the air to ferry victims to where they
needed to go; how our employees
were among those who stood in line
by the hundreds to give blood; how

reached home at last.
While I felt very much relieved
to be in Allentown on Thursday
with my family intact, I didn't feel
complete until I came to work on
Friday to find our team intact.

our safety team found ways to deliver
much-needed supplies to Ground

Your strength, courage and PRIDE

Zero; how everyone at all levels

moved me in our memorial session at

We were journeying through the heart

contributed and comforted each

Cedar Crest. As we shared inspiring

of America, experiencing the breadth

other in his or her special way.

words, held hands and sang "God

and diversity of our country, talking
to strangers with a new sense of unity,
caring and understanding. As our
voyage took us through the scorching
Mohavi desert and the chill of the

Bless America," I felt proud to be
Unity prevailed in its truest form
right here at LVHHN. It was heartening for me to learn that we linked
hands with St. Luke's to ensure our

your colleague and your fellow
American. Thank you for the
inspiration, care and healing
that you give every day.

Lou Liebhaber
Chief Operating Officer
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LIKE SHE NEVER LEFT ··HOME" ...
Debbie Seidel, R.N., provides the same hometown care
in the brand-new Hamburg Community Health Center.
Now there's just more services to go around.
Debbie Seidel, R.N., walks into the reception area at the new Hamburg
Community Health Center and immediately feels right at home.
"This is a community where everyone mows everyone," says Seidel,
a lifelong Hamburg resident and a caregiver in her community since
1979. "If you don't mow someone here, you're sure to mow someone he or she mows."
Never was that more apparent than 10 years ago, when James A
Gihnartin sought care. Gihnartin, a retired superintendent of
Hamburg Area School District and a prominent, civic-minded man
in town, had been diagnosed with colon cancer, and Seidel was able
to assist in his care and subsequent recovery.
"When I was in high school, I used to call him Mr. Gilmartin; now
I call him Jim," Seidel says with a smile. "Being able to actively
participate in his recovery when he had serious health issues was
very rewarding."

Debbie Seidel, R.N. (left). and James Gilmartin reunited at the new
Hamburg Community Health Center. "Debbie has always been there
for my checkups," Gilmartin says. "I've always felt very secure
with her."

Today, Seidel continues to care for 'Jim" as well as her former classmates and teachers, and her friends and neighbors at the Hamburg
Family Practice in the recently opened Hamburg Community

AU. IN tHE HAMBURG COMMUNrrY
HEALtH CENI'ER

Realth Center. But now there's even more care to go around.

• Primary care (with evening and weekend hours)

Residents of the close-lmit community can go to the Health Center

• Cardiology

for almost all their health needs. Patients can visit their primary

• Gastroentrenology

care physician, see a specialist, get a mammogram, X-ray or lab test,

• Urology

attend a health class, and read about health topics in the patient

• Obstetrics/gynecology

education room-all

• Diagnostic imaging (X-ray and mammography)

in one stop.

No longer do patients, in most cases, have to drive to LVH-Cedar

• Laboratory

Crest to receive tests or see a specialist for women's health, digestive

• Health classes

disorders, urologic problems and heart care. But if they do need
follow-up care at LVHHN, a shuttle service takes them there.

recalls that Gihnartin had to travel to Philadelphia for specialized

One-Stop Care Is in Hellertown. Too!
Visit the brand-new Health Center at Hellertown at its
GRAND OPENING ON OCT.23.

care 10 years ago, and today, feels comfortable mowing that many

See "Whats Happening" on foldover for details.

"It's vital for our community to have this resource," Seidel says. She

patients receive care they trust right in their hometown.
"I love caring for many of the same people day-in and day-out, and
now with all the services here, we are even more connected in every

Call 610-402-CARE for more information.

step of their care," Seidel says. "I feel like I have a bond with the
patients here-and

that's given me a lot of satisfaction."
Kyle Hardner
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MEANS

SHARED

SUCCESS

LVHHN used hard work. creativity and talent to turn a $1 million operating loss in FY2000 into a
$16 million gain in FY2001-a tremendous financial turnaround that means more resources to support the
people, services, technology and facilities that make quality care possible for the community.
"These gains and our success in meeting patient satisfaction goals translate into better patient care and enable
us to afford to keep pace with our communities' needs and to properly reward staff," says Lou Liebhaber, COO.
"We all should be extremely proud of this success and, at the same time, keep up the good work so we can
maintain this high level of care for our community in the years ahead."

TAKING

Inpatient and outpatient admissions increased to 68,188 in

ON THE TURNAROUND

The financial turnaround

FY2001, compared with 66,543 the year before, including

began in FY2000 when

declining revenues put LVHHN

on pace to post an

1,769 additional inpatient admissions. After termination
of the Aetna U.S. Healthcare

contract, an estimated

$11 million operating loss (operating results are the

80 percent of patients with Aetna coverage stayed with

difference between revenue and expenses related to

LVHHN and its physicians, and chose other health plans

patient services). To meet this challenge, teams of

with more reasonable rates of payment.

physicians, nurses, staff and administrators

initiated

ongoing tactics that reduced the 2000 loss to $1 million
and set the stage for last year's success.

SHARING

SUCCESS WITH YOU

In FY2001, total revenue for patient services increased

Because of everyone's contribution to meeting the

$43.4 million, or 9 percent, to $533.4 million, while

financial and patient satisfaction goals for 2001, staff

expenses were controlled at $517.3 million, a 5 percent

will receive cash awards from the Shared Success plan

increase. The final net gain of $16.1 million exceeded

on Thanksgiving. The exact amount will be announced in

the budget of $13.9 million.

November.
and unrelenting

Each department was given a 3 percent budget from which

to quality care created a strong foundation

to develop recommendations for pay raises based on merit.

that allowed us to weather the storm in 2000 and come

Many employees whose job performance met or exceeded

back even stronger," Liebhaber says. "By combining a

expectation were recognized with merit-based salary

successful strategy with the dedication of our staff, we

increases, included in the Oct. 19 paycheck.

"Our ongoing operations improvements
commitment

were able to increase admissions and receive higher rates
of payment."

"You are our most important resources and deserve to be
rewarded for your skill and your commitment to caring,"
says Elliot]. Sussman, M.D., president and CEO.
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THE COMMUNITY

IS THE REAL WINNER

REVENUES PRODUCE LVHHN FINANCIAL

LOOKING

AS INCREASED
GAINS

REVENUE

AHEAD

IS INVESTED IN THE

COMMUNITY

AT FISCAL YEAR 2002
The challenges continue in FY2002, with a patient services

Like your household, a hospital needs to make more

margin budget of$16.4 million that represents 9 percent

money than it spends. As a nonprofit network, LVHHN

revenue growth. LVHHN has an opportunity

invests that money back into the community. LVHHN

to emerge

as one of the more financially sound hospitals in

invests more than $35 million in the community each

Pennsylvania, where nearly half of all hospitals had

year in free and discounted patient care, prevention and

operating losses in FY2001, according to the Hospital

education programs, professional and patient education,

and Healthsystem

and partnerships with local government, school districts

Association of Pennsylvania (HAP).

"Lower payments from Medicare, discounted rates and

and more.

denied payments by insurers, and the increasing cost of

Millions more are invested in new patient services,

delivering care are putting tremendous pressure on

such as possible new heart services at LVH-MuWenberg,

hospitals," says Vaughn Gower, chief financial officer.

a pancreatic transplant program (awaiting regulatory

"We must continue our hard work to manage expenses,

approval) and more. Technology improvements include

ensure quality of care and increase revenue through more

the $5 million computer-assisted physician order entry

patient admissions and sufficient payment rates."

(CAPOE) project, which will improve quality by

Among the tactics to grow patient volume are increased
referrals from physician offices and an expansion of
services in Northampton

County and surrounding counties.

reducing potential errors due to illegible handwriting
and order transcriptions.
"Financial improvement means greater contributions
to charitable care and greater investments in advanced
technology, our physician network, staff, services
and facilities, all of which improves the health of our
community," Liebhaber says. "We return all our 'profits'
to our mission of caring, comforting and healing-and
each and every day, you bring that to life."

INSIDE THE NUMBERS
YEAR TO YEAR (MILLIONS)

FY2000

FY2001

Revenue

$490.0

$533.4

Expenses

$491.0

$517.3

Net, Patient Services
FY2001

$(1.0)

REVENUE IMPROVEMENT

$16.1

(MILLIONS)

SHARED SUCCESS PLAN GOALS for 2002
PATIENT

SATISFACTION

Likelihood of recommending

PERCENTilES

hospital

LVH Inpatient

84

85

86*

LVH-Muhlenberg Inpatient

40

55

65

Higher Patient Volume

$1 8

LVH Outpatient

84

85

86

Payment Rate Increase

$1 8

LVH-MuhlenbergOutpatient

71

71.5

72

New Services

$3

Other

$4

Cost to Operate LVHHN for One Day: $1 .4 million

REDUCED

COSTS

Expense/Adjusted
Case

for

LVHHN

$8,029

$7,989

$7,948*

*Threshold, target and maximum goals (or good, betttet, best) respectively.

CHECK
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Where Nurses Have

THE R.N. ADVISORY GROUP IS A VENUE FOR NURSES TO SHARE IDEAS FOR RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION
Mary Boyle, R.N., cardiovascular care unit, LVH-Muhlenberg, is
seeing something she has never seen in her 26 years at LVHHNnurses on all levels and units sharing ideas and making
improvements

that make it more attractive to be a nurse.

She is part of an R.N. Advisory Group formed 18 months ago
by Terry Capuano, senior vice president, clinical services, to
give nurses throughout the network a voice in decision making.
The goal: recruit and retain the best nurses during a national
nursing shortage that strains staffing levels at hospitals across
the country.
"I'm sharing information from my staff that is leading to
meaningful change," Boyle says. "I've never seen this
involvement before. It's great to know you're being heard."
"It's also a great opportunity to share ideas about what nurses
are doing in other departments and make connections," says
Anne Rabert, R.N., special care unit, LVH-Cedar Crest.
~

"Everybody has ideas and everybody contributes, and Terry makes sure every idea is listened to and nothing gets pushed aside."
In its first year, the Advisory Group helped decrease the network's nursing turnover rate from 16.5 percent to 10 percent. "Nurses
who may have left LVHHN are now staying because they are involved," Capuano says.
Communication

is essential to the group's success, says Michele Denny, patient care coordinator, 7C, where staff started an

electronic bulletin board to capture ideas. "Our ideas go to management where they are implemented, and then information
is brought down and clarified for each unit at our meetings," she says.

CHANGES BY THE ADVISORY GROUP:
Look for the November
edition of Magnet

• RN weekend program. Nurses have off more weekends, thanks to
a new pool of weekend-only nurses.

Attractions!

• Tiered float pool. The float pool is more attractive with a new,
flexible system that meets many needs.
• Orientation. New nurses on the medical/surgical units now have
a 12-week orientation, up from eight weeks.
• Recruitment incentives. More scholarships, internships and a
mentoring program attract and advance nurses.
• Education and professional development. There's more support
for continuing education and presentations at local, regional and
national conferences.
• Decision making. There's more support for unit-based committee
meetings that nurses say are essential for communications, planning
and professional development.

6

This new bimonthly publica-

~-.-.••.... -.
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.-~
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tion profiles LVHNN's ability
to recruit and retain the
best professional nurses,
and features how our clinical
staff truly magnify excellence.

Read what's new and share the publication at your
recruitment events. Call professional development,
610-402-1704, to receive copies in your department.

•

Have
Stethoscope,
Will Travel
NURSE EMBARKS

ON A "JOURNEY

OF LOVE" EVERY DAY

TO CARE FOR PEOPLE AT LVHHN

WON'T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT ITDuring her years of commuting between Reading and
Allentown, Paulette C, Kennedy, R.N., has had more
than one call to use her trusty stethoscope.

She spends $200 a month on gas, has racked up 92,000 miles in

horizons, so four years ago, she enrolled at Kutztown

the last three years alone and knows every bump, curve and

University where she is one course shy of earning her

pothole on Route 222 between Reading and Allentown. Still,

bachelor's degree in nursing.

Paulette C. Kennedy R.N., calls her daily cormnute to
LVHHN "a journey oflove."

Kennedy is proud to have her name in "Who's Who Among
Students in American Colleges and Universities" and on

"I would like to be Judy Garland and click my ruby slippers

being appointed to Sigma Theta Tau, the International

and be anywhere I want," Kennedy says with a laugh.

Honor Society for Nursing.

Kennedy's Toyota Camry may not be ruby slippers, but the
effervescent patient care coordinator for 3C interventional
cardiology is exactly where she wants to be.

She has held her current position at LVHHN since
August 2000, where her leadership skills have been
challenged by the nature of today's health care environment.

And though she lives just three minutes from Reading

But for Kennedy, the benefits of being a nurse at LVHHN

Hospital, Kennedys dedication to LVHHN and a solid team

far outweigh it all. She is enthusiastic about the hospital's

of nurses is what has motivated her to make the 37 lI2-mile

goal to achieve Magnet status and has high praise for the

cormnute for more than 14 years.
"Our nurses here are excellent," she says. "There's an over-

educational opportunities, leading-edge technology and
medical advances-and

of course, the people.

whelming family feeling here which brings it all together

Propped on her bed at home is a daily reminder of what

forme."

nursing is all about. It's a teddy bear given to her by a

A little like a mail-order bride, Kennedy's love affair with
LVHHN began when a picture postcard of the hospital fell

7-year-old boy who survived a horrific traffic accident that
claimed the lives of his mother, father, sister and dog.

out of a book. "I was so impressed, and I thought, 'I really

The little boy gave it to Kennedy with this charge: "I want

want to work there,' " she says.

you to take care of this bear like you took care of me."

A graduate of the nursing school at Reading Area Cormnunity

Kennedy sighs, "There are a million stories in the Naked

College with an associate's degree in applied science,

City, but it's those that I take with me in my heart that keep

Kennedy has long had a keen interest in cardiac care at

me coming back here every day."

LVHHN. But as a single mother of two daughters, Kennedy
knew she had to expand her educational and professional
" I

Elizabeth McDonald

OCTOBER

2001
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'Like the World Was·En
No
resi

(rig
Hei
bu!

Se<
cer
on
Bul
the
de'
jeh
says. We heard reports of chemical warfare and pia
It felt like the world was ending."
Across the river in Manhattan surgery resident Daniel
a conference about 20 blocks away from the trade (
"It was a very, very long day of waiting to hear from them," Coleman

he and others moved to a triage center at Chelsea Pier

through it." Among her support were Wendy Cagigas (left) and

capable, be in the area and not be able to do anythin(

Larue Miller

8

after watching the second tower collapse and was buse

says. "I was worried and felt helpless, but my co-workers talked me

(right)

in scheduling.

"Still the Water"
One Rag hung sadly at half-staff. Another, painted with
the handprints of LYHHN day-care children served as
a backdrop for the LYH-Muhlenberg memorial service
on Sept. 19. For a moment, as pastoral care manager
Barbara Rutt spoke, the 200 employees there held hands
and raised them high, joining as one community.
"The psalmist says that the sheep are led to still water,"
she said. "I found out that sheep can't drink or have their

"So Much Support"

thirst comforted unless the water is still. The shepherd has

After two weeks of bodies and tears and grieving, one

to still the water. Let us take a moment of silence to let

small ad stands out for Lisa Taylor. Driving near the

our shepherd still the water in us. As the water ripples in

crash site in Somerset County, she stopped her Red

concentric circles toward the outer reaches of the pool,

Cross car near a small store to answer her cell phone.

so too the care we extend to one another in this place

"A woman came out of the store and handed me a

enlarges and embraces, in love, each person here."

Pepsi," Taylor says. "She said she thought I could use
it. This was the seventh crash I've been to, but I've
never seen so much support."
Taylor, social worker for the Burn Center and kidney

"As Fast As

transplant program, is a Red Cross volunteer and part
of the air team that specializes in crashes. When the

We Made Them"

plane went down in Somerset County, she drove four
hours to supervise 10 workers and counsel families,

IS

police and other professionals at the site.

arrived after surgery

Richard Shimer, M.D.
by Tally, M.D., and

(L-R) Barbara Rehrig, administrative partner; Cindy Harwi, R.N.;
Brenna Kershetsky, R.N.; Delores Nesfeder, support partner;
and Missy Lawall, technical partner.

:hung, M.D., were
irn a conference in
, NJ. to a command
Liberty State Park

LYHHN volunteers made ribbons to benefit Miller

xning of Sept. 11.

Memorial Blood Center. "They were gone as fast as

vere prepared for

we made them," says Kay Lichthardt, gift shop

J "We could see the

manager. "It must have been thousands." They sold

tfn as helicopters and

nearly five dozen flag pins in an hour and a half,

·bverhead," Shimer

and Premise Maid's donated chocolate went by the

llhing everywhere.

n, M.D. (/eftJ,was at
!,

II

llunteered

blocks away before

1S

frustrating to be

Brenna Kershetsky's mother brought home nine rolls

bar and box.

of donated flag ribbon and together with family, they

Meanwhile,

began a home assembly line that produced some 2,000

cause, and the Secretarial Liaison Committee donated

ribbons. Kershetsky sold the ribbons at the Burn Center

all proceeds-more

where she is a nurse and raised nearly $2,000

Candle Sale that usually pays for its annual seminar-

National

Disaster Relief Fund.

for the

LYPG raised more than $900 for the
than $2,500 from its Yankee

to aid widows and children of firefighters.

says.
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Here's what they had to say:

Vincent Lucente, M.D.

Charles Peters, M.D.

Urog!Jnecolog!J

Internal medicine
We don't want to just satisfy patients,
we want to wow them-truly

and honestly

treat them as if they are a family member.
The doctor-patient relationship is a very
special one and the cornerstone is effective
communication, careful listening and
talking in layman's terms.

nps:
• Build a team that embraces patient
satisfaction every day.
• Be sincere in customer service and demonstrate
that with a smile on your face. If you're not
enjoying your work, patients will know.
• Be honest in scheduling patients so you're
not squeezing people in or you're just setting
yourself up for failure.

Sit and listen to your patients because they
usually give you information that will help
you understand what is wrong with them
and how to treat them. Listening is more
important than some of the technology
we have, and it's something we try to instill
in our medical residency program.

nps:
• Listen, really listen, to your patients.
• Make a connection with your patients when
you speak with them.
• Have enough administrative support in your
office so you have time to spend with patients.

•

Prodromos Ververeli, M.D.
Chief of orthopedics

Internal medicine
Be as empathetic as possible. Put yourself
in their shoes and try to understand what
they're feeling. Then you can understand
their specific needs and develop a treatment
plan that makes them feel comfortable.

nps:
• Make good eye contact.
• Make sure there is a caring
tone in your voice so they know
that you understand what
they're going through.
• Manage your time carefully
from the time you enter the
exam room. Use an internal
clock to move as efficiently
through the appointment
as possible.

10

I try to relate to patients and families at
their level of understanding. This includes
explaining complex medical issues in
understandable

terms and analogies.

The patient and family need to understand
what is going on in order to have realistic
expectations for their health care.

nps:
• Explain clinical details in
simple terms.
• Make sure the patient and
family understand the issues
by asking them to review
what you have explained.
• Touch on a personal note
at each visit. Make notes
in their chart about any
upcoming anniversaries,
vacations or graduations,
and then inquire about it
at the next visit.

MEET

LEHIGH

VALLEY

HOSPITAL

AND

HEALTH

NETWORK'S

NEW

PHYSICIANS

NEW CHAIRMAN Of OB-GYN
"Women's Health Is Where Care Begins"
Wayne Hess, M.D., is the new chairman of the department of obstetrics and gynecology.
But his wife, Daria, a cardiologist, still makes the health care decisions for their
family-as

women in most families do.

"Women's health is where care begins for the whole family," Hess says. "If we're
providing good care to her, she's going to bring her whole family here."
With that philosophy, Hess plans to build on an "already very successful and impressive
women's health program" at LVHHN. Board-certified in obstetrics and gynecology
and maternal-fetal medicine, Hess was professor and chairman of the department of
obstetrics and gynecology at the University of Missouri-Columbia

Health Sciences

Center. He has also held leadership positions at the University of Mississippi in Jackson,
Miss., and the United States Naval Hospitals in Portsmouth, Va., and Bethesda, Md.

Amy E. Kelleman, D.O.

MaryAnne K. Peifer, M.D.
Practice: Lehigh Valley

Natalie M. Rice, M.D.
Practice: Christine & Bren

Family Health Center
Education: Temple
University School of
Medicine
Residency: Montgomery
Hospital

Family Practice
Education: Jefferson
Medical College
Residency: Sacred Heart
Hospital

MaryAnne Freeman
Brndjar, D.O.

Marisa A. Mastropietro,
M.D., Gynecology-Pelvic

Mark A. Helfaer, M.D.

Primary Obstetrics and
Gynecology

Reconstructive Surgery

Emergency Medicine

Practice: LVPG-Emergency
Medicine

Education: Philadelphia
College of Osteopathic
Medicine
Residency: SI. Luke's
Hospital. Bethlehem

Viechnicki, M.D., &
Associates, PC
Education: Philadelphia
College of Osteopathic
Medicine
Residency: Allentown
Osteopathic Medical Center

K. Sarah Hoehn, M.D.

Richard P. Deasy, D.M.D.

P. Mark

Hospital Based PediatricsCritical Care Medicine

Oral and Maxillofacial
Surgery

Neurological SurgeryNeuro Trauma

Practice: The Children's
Hospital of Philadelphia,
Pediatric Critical Care
Medicine
Education: University of
Kansas School of Medicine
Residency: University of
California, San Francisco
Fellowship: The Children's
Hospital of Philadelphia

Practice: Valley Oral

Practice: Neurosurgical

Surgery, PC

Associates of LVPG
Education: Harvard
Medical School
Residency: New York
Hospital/Cornell Medical
Center
Fellowship: Rockefeller
University

Education: Temple
University School of Dentistry

Residency: Hahnemann
University Hospital

Samir F. Henien, M.D.
Neonatology

Practice: LVPG-Neonatology
Education: Ain Shams

Practice: The Children's
Hospital of Philadelphia,
Pediatric Critical Care
Medicine

University, Faculty of
Medicine
Residency: Harlem
Hospital Center
Fellowship: SI. Peter's
Medical Center; Robert Wood
Johnson University Hospital

Education: Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Residencies: Children's Hospital National
Medical Center; Johns Hopkins Hospital
Fellowship: Johns Hopkins Hospital

CH EC

I

Pulmonary Associates, Inc.
Education: The Aga Khan
University Medical College
Residency: University
Hospital, SUNY at Stony Brook
Fellowship: Robert Wood Johnson University
Hospital

Hospital Based PediatricsCritical Care Medicine

Practice: Center for
Women's Medicine
Education: Robert Wood
Johnson Medical School
Residency: Hahnemann
Hospital/Allegheny
University
Fellowship: Methodist
Hospital

Practice: M. Bruce

Naseer A. Humayun,
M.D., Pulmonary
Practice: Bethlehem

u M.D.
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How You Can

Prevent

FALL
Protecting patients from falling is everyone's
responsibility-· and a new program will help
educate you about safety
Did you know that 601 patients fell at LVHHN in 2000. and
16 of these falls resulted in serious injury? Did you know
that two-thirds of those who fall will fall again in six months
and one-quarter of the elderly who fracture a hip will die
within six months?
These are just some of the questions a new educational
campaign will make sure you can answer. Organized by a
fall task force, the campaign seeks to educate clinical and
non-clinical staff about the potentially fatal consequence
of falls and reduce the number of falls. The task force was
formed as part of the 1999 Primum Non Nocere (First, Do
No Harm) project that seeks to reduce medical errors and
improve patient safety (see the March 2001 issue of CheckUp).
An Educational Fair for Everyone
"We have implemented many safety features that contribute
~

to keeping our number of falls down; however, the potential
for falls increases as our population ages," says task force
member Deb Peter, R.N., patient care specialist, 7B and 7C.
"We can make a difference with basic safety."
Three "Fall Fairs" will introduce the fall safety theme, Be Safe,
Stop All Falls Every Day (SAFE), and feature a tutorial that you

HOW CAN YOU

can complete on-site. The tutorial will also be available on

PREVENT FALLS?

the Intranet for ongoing education. Once the tutorial is completed, you receive a certificate that you give to your supervisor.
Fall Coordinators

Are a Safety Resource

The 16-member interdisciplinary task force is also educating

• Keep your eyes open for fall hazards, such as
clutter where patients walk
• Check locks on beds and wheelchairs
• Clean up spills

technical partners to be fall coordinators, who will be assigned

• Answer call bells promptly

to all patient care units. OnJan. 1, four fall coordinators will

• Bring patients to the toilet after meals and blood
pressure medications

pilot this program on 6B, TSU, behavorial health and 4S.

• Keep personal items within patient reach
"Fall coordinators will explore environmental issues to
determine if a unit is safe and work with staff to correct
problems," Peter says. "They'll also gather information that

• Call for help if a patient is in danger of falling
• Look in patient rooms as you pass by

can be analyzed and then used to prevent future falls."
See the Fall Fair Schedule in "What's Happening" on the foldover on page 15.
To receive a CheckUp article about "When Your Patient Asks About Safe Care," call 610-402-CARE.
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When Kim Badillo. R.N.. joined the LVHHN AIDS Activities Office as a social
worker 11 years ago. the face of AIDS was an affluent. gay white male.
A positive diagnosis was a death sentence, so Badillo and one co-worker
primarily provided testing and counseling on death and dying.
Today, that patient is more often a low-income, heterosexual minority and
an intravenous drug user. Women of childbearing age and adults over age
50 are being diagnosed IllV-positive at an alarming rate. Thanks to new
drug cocktails, a patient may live for decades with what has become a
chronic disease.
New Study for Patients
Co-infected with HIV and

"As the face of AIDS has changed, our office has changed," Badillo says.
"We have two doctors, three caseworkers, a dietitian and five nursesincluding one research nurse-and

Hepatitis C

we are a resource for the whole network."
A new clinical trial at the AIDS

Led by infectious disease specialist Margaret Hoffman-Terry, M.D., the office

Activities Office is studying whether

is one of 30 federally funded IllV sites. "We give patients the best care and

once-a-week dosing of interferon

access to clinical trials so they don't have to go to New York or Philadelphia,"

is safer and more effective in

Badillo says. "In fact, patients come here from the Poconos, New Jersey and

eliminating hepatitis C from the
liver and blood of patients who

•• the Philadelphia area."

are co-infected with HIV.

The staff educate doctors and nurses on identifying symptoms of AIDS. They

treatment for hepatitis C, but

diagnosis and then tie them into their comprehensive resources.

the flu-like side effects of its

"We take a holistic approach that meets a patient's medical, psychosocial and
nutritional needs," says caseworker Tony Strobel. "AIDS patients are high

three-times-a-week dosage made
compliance difficult. The investigational drug, peginterferon alfa-2a, is

maintenance, struggling with addiction, paying the rent and the reality of

intended to reduce the side effects.

taking 32 pills a day that cause nausea and diarrhea. Our support system
11

Interferon was the first approved

also meet patients at physician practices to notify them of a positive IllV

"With about half of our HIV patients

keeps them stabilized and compliant with their medications."

co-infected with hepatitis C, this is
an important study to find safer,
more effective treatments," says

A Resource for You

Margaret Hoffman-Terry, M.D., and

The AIDS Activities Office can be a resource for your education and your

the study's principal investigator and

patients' needs. Call 610-402-7785.

director of AIDS Activities Office,
which was the first site in the

To receive a

Healthy You story. "Myths & Facts About AIDS;'

country to enroll patients.

call 610-402-CARE.
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How

Can

H e I p

MATERIALS
MANAGEMENT
Make Them Part of
Your Team
If you're thinking about ordering products or services for your
department, ask yourself these questions: Is the vendor approved
by LVHHN? Will the vendor follow proper safety precaution when
in the hospital? Are you getting a quality product at a good price?
If you don't know the answers to these questions, don't worry.
Your co-workers in the contract and product management
and procurement services departments do. "Think of us as an
extension of your team," says contract and product manager
Randy Stubits. "We're here to make sure you get the right
product at the right price at the time you need it."
These departments, part of the materials management division, have revised their policies and
procedures over the last several years, and the division has begun an educational campaign to help
departments through the network understand how they can help everyone purchase products
and services.
~

Stubits offers these suggestions when purchasing goods and services:

back row, from left:

Randy Stub its
484-884-4303
capital budget, TAC

• Use approved vendors. Suppliers are selected based on specific criteria that include quality, technical
excellence, price, delivery, adherence to schedules, and service and maintenance levels. "We can negotiate the
best deals with vendors and should approve them to make sure they meet our criteria and understand our safety
precautions if they're coming in our hospitals."

Jim McCawley
484-884-4312
perioperative services
cath lab and EPlab

To help departments throughout the network understand this process, a contract and product
manager will come to your staff meeting. There is also a new materials management guidebook that
explains all of the division's policies and procedures, including important contact information.
Three Levels of Vendors

Materials management has three levels of vendors:
• Approved vendors usually used for a limited number of
transactions and smaller dollar amounts.
• Preferredvendors for higher volume and multiple product lines.
• Partner companies that not only sell and distribute products
and services to LVHHN,but take an active role in making
LVHHNpurchasing more efficient.

I

The materials management division
will be moving to new offices at
17m & Chew later this year. Current
contacts and phone numbers are-

• Follow the proper procedures. When you purchase products or services, you must use a purchase order,
make the purchase with a vendor who has a contract, or use a procurement card. You must use one of these
three procedures in order for accounts payable to pay the vendor.

• If you have a question or need products or services, call your contract and product manager. There
are six managers, covering all departments in the network. "Your contract and product manager is your go-to
person," Stubits says. "There is one covering each department in the network."

14

Know Your Contract
and Product Manager

Want to Know More?

Fora copy of the materials management
guidebook or to schedule a contract and
product manager at your staff meeting,
call 484-884-4305.

Duane Ott
484-884-4308
administrative and support services
front row, from left:

Susan Toomey
484-884-4307
perioperative services (OR,ASU,
PACU,anesthesia, Gllab and sterile
processing)
RoslynWhitner
484-884-4311
patient care units
ancillary and clinical departments
Emma Dantonio
484-884-4310
imaging services, cath lab, EPlab,
pharmacy, oncology

)

Despite Personal
Tragedy,

Her

Patients Remained
Number

One

Teresa Frederiksen, R.N.

YOUR IdEAS'
MAKE THE DIFFERE

Teresa Frederiksen, R.N., cardiovascular care unit (CVCU)
at LVH-Muhlenberg, had been through so much in the past
year that nobody would have blamed her had she
momentarily lost focus.
After all, her mother had passed away after a long
illness. Several months later, her boyfriend suffered an
acute health problem. Then, as she recovered from
those tragedies, Frederiksen's house burned down.
Admirably, through all those trying times, Frederiksen
continued working, and her patients remained her
number-one focus while on the job.
"She worked as diligently as she always does, keeping
her patients' needs first," says Christine Hartner, R.N.
"She helped her co-workers, maintained a smile and
only spoke about her problems if asked."
A nurse at LVH-Muhlenberg since 1985, Frederiksen
is beloved by her patients and respected by her fellow
nurses. Her earliest nursing days were spent in
orthopedics, but she quickly became well-versed in
various areas.
"New medications, new procedures, even new paperwork have not intimidated her," Hartner says. "Teresa
takes her time, seeks the information she needs and then
does what needs to be done for her patient."
And Frederiksen's patients often remember the quality
care they receive. In fact, one patient even offered
Frederiksen these most kind words:
"It is hard to get old and even harder to be in the
hospital, " the patient told her. "But someday you
will be old and you will be in the hospital. I only
hope that the nurse who takes care of you is as
special as you have been to me. "

With a dash of ingenuity and a touch of thriftiness, LVHHN's
employees are making an impact not only at LVHHN,
but on the national scene.
The Working Wonders program, designed to promote
cost-effective ideas for the hospital and reward employees,
received a pair of awards from Employee Involvement
Association (EIA) for the number of cost-saving ideas
submitted and approved and their savings.
EIA, a nonprofit organization dedicated to fostering
communication between employees and employers,
honored Working Wonders with awards for the
Most Improved Program and Performance Excellence.
"Every employee that has contributed an idea has made a
difference," says Jackie Straley, management engineering
coordinator. "It's rewarding to see so many people come
together to help, and it's important that we all keep
thinking of new ideas to help make the process even
more rewarding for all involved."
Submit your cost savings, quality improvements and
revenue-generation ideas to the Working Wonders
bulletin board. If your idea is implemented, you can
earn at least 10 percent of the cost savings.

To learn more about the program, or to set up a brainstorming
session in your department,

Kyle Hardner

call Jackie Straley at 484-884-4840.

Congratulations to the October Service Star Award nominees:

HOW WORKING WONDERS
ADDS UP IN 2001

Anne Dainauski, R.N., pediatric intensive care unit, LVH-CC

IDEAS RECEIVED

Nominated by Joseph Ottinger, pharmacist

KyleShoenberger,emergency department volunteer, LVH-7Ji' & Chew
Nominated by Barb Davis, patient care coordinator

CE

583

IDEAS APPROVED

123

ANNUAL SAVINGS

$761,700

KyleWalker, M.D., pediatric intensive care unit, LVH-CC
Nominated by Joseph Ottinger, pharmacist
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Reproductive specialists at
LVHHN have helped parents
conceive more than 150
babies since the program
began in 1996. Last month,

More than 120 employees, family and friends of LVHHN strolled three miles

they celebrated their success

in the 2001 American Heart Walk last month, raising nearly $13,000 for

with a baby reunion at

heart disease and stroke research. LVHHN was the event's presenting

LVH-Muhlenberg, home

sponsor, an opportunity to educate the community about The Regional

of the world class in vitro

Heart Center under construction at LVH-Cedar Crest. This year's walk was

fertilization lab.

one of the largest ever, with 2,000 walkers from organizations throughout

"The gift of having children

the Lehigh Valley raising a total of $203,000.

is a result of the latest
technology and the team effort of staff and parents willing to work through

SUPPORT PARTNERSWIN

FOR READY BEDS

difficult times," says Albert Peters, D.O., chief of reproductive-endocrinology.

If your unit swiftly calls the ready-bed phone line and prepares beds in

"We look forward to more couples experiencing the joy of becoming parents."

30 minutes, it wins snacks and goodies. And the top 10 support partners

Barbara and James Charowsky of Minersville and their twins, Amanda and

or housekeepers win a $10 gift certificate to the cafeteria or hospital

Katie, were among the 150 parents and 80 babies who celebrated at the

gift shop. September's winners are the progressive coronoary care unit

birthday bash.

and Joe Kristopaitis, PCU; Samuel Hernandez, 4C; Marlene Spevak, 7C;
Elizabeth Kerin, 7B; Rose Leon, 4C; Roseann Stefanick, PCU; Carol Glass,

EMPLOYEE CAMPAIGN

COMMITTEE

7A; Lucy Vasquez, 2S, LVH-M; Carol Bosch, 5C; Dennis Cook, 4C.

HONORED

Call the ready-bed line at 610-402-4510.

The Employee Campaign Committee earned a Golden Crayon Award for
its effort in coordinating the employee campaign that raised more than
$500,000. The members are Kristi Schurr, organizational

development;

Richard Cardona, logistical support services; George Ellis, respiratory
therapy; Kevin Flynn, department of medicine; David Freedman, financial
analysis; Paulette Kennedy, R.N., 3C; Carol Mutcher, HR; Mary Jean
Potylycki, 4A/4C; Tracey Sechler, home health; Daria Stephens,

CONGRESSMAN TOOMEY VISITS

LVH

u.S. Rep. Pat Toomey (R-15 ) gathered with
th

LVHHN doctors, nurses and administrators
last month as a guest of the Professional Nurse
Council (PNC). "We asked him to review the
Nurse Reinvestment Act, which encourages

home care; Susan Steward, R.N., nursing education.

people to enter nursing through scholarships,"
says Regina Cannady, R.N., PNC legislative committee member and upcoming
chair. "We also discussed Medicare reimbursement and other topics to learn
what's new and make him aware of other health care issues." Toomey (right)
discusses issues with Cannady (left).
NITE LITES A SUCCESS FOR FAMilY PRACTICE
The Cycle of Life at Nite Lites raised more than $300,000 to benefit
programs of the department of family practice. The gala, held at the
Velodrome, attracted more than 1,000 community members, physicians
and employees to support care.
Department of family practice staff: back row (I-r)-Ruth Held, Sarah
Nicklin, M.D., Julie Dostal, M.D., Holly Binnig, M.D., Pamela LeDeaux, M.D.,
Beth Hyde, C.R.N.P.,Joanne Cohen, Ph.D., and Marcia Shaffer; front row
(I-r)-Will Miller, M.D., Brian Stello, M.D., and Eamon Armstrong, M.D.

If you have news or a story idea for CheckUp, submit your suggestion by the 20th of the month for publication in the following month to Elysia Bruchok, public
affairs, 1770 Bathgate, using interoffice mail or e-mail, or by calling 484-884-4819. LVHHN is an equal opportunity employer. M/F/DN
EOITOR
EOITORIAL
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SERVICE

ANNIVERSARIES

Congratulations to the following employees on their October 2001 service anniversaries!
Thank you for your continuing service to Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network.

30

YEARS OF SERVICE

15YEARS

5

OF SERVICE

Richard C. Bogert

DanielJ. Hartman

Mental Health/Retardation

SB Medical/Surgical

Vaughn Gower

Joan A. Heckler

YEARS OF SERVICE

Christina Adams
Claims Adjudication

Unit

Kenneth E. Ballinger
HSMP-Harrisburg
Gen. & Admin.

Financial Services

6B Medical/Surgical

Joanne M. Lesher

Dana G. Hosfeld

Center for Women's Medicine

Sleep Disorders

Carol DeLong

Joan Schmidt

PatriciaJ.

Medical Records

Unit

Keppel

GICU

Operating Room

Amanda Grim

Joan M. Schultes

Charles S. MacDonald

Medical Records

Case Management

Pharmacy

Robert Henry

Grace R. Wahler

Joyce K. Menegat

HSMP-Harrisburg

Adolescent Psych Unit

7A M&S Nephrology Unit

Kristin D. Judy

Barbara A. Wolfe

Gina Mohr

Radiology/MRI

Homecare MSO
Manager

Emergency Service-C

Becky J. Kauffman

Robert M. Pauls

Home Care-Skilled Nursing

Document

Supply Distribution

Patient Services

Joseph M. Kulig

Services

Deborah Schaedel

Information

Emergency Department

Robert T. Long

Merritt Beck

Helen R. Seifert

Physical Medicine

Radiology Administration

Center for Women's Medicine

Tindra A. Bassler

Linda K. Semmel

Kristen Mackinder
Labor & Delivery

25YEARS

OF SERVICE

Services

Radiology-Diagnostic

4A Medical Surgical Unit

Joseph Macri

Jean A. Bortz

Robert K. Stevens

AMB

Marketing/Public

HSMP-Harrisburg
Gen. & Admin.

Surg Unit-Staging

Affairs

Sharon A. McCulley

Carol A. Brobst

Judith Szep

Endoscopy-G.I. Lab

Breast Health Services Admin.

Charlotte R. Wallace
ICO Staging & Recovery
Wanda A. Perich

Anita Verzino

GICU

Labor & Delivery

KarenJ. Nale
ASU-PACu/OR

Security

Robert Reedy Jr.

Cecelia M. Wotring

BonnieJ. Wasilowsky

Barbara A. Zydyk

Special Care Unit

AMB

MedEvac

Stacy Ryan
Day Care Center

Surg Unit-Staging

Melissa A. Silfies

Shirley A. Wentzel

10

Medical Records

NancyZosky
Materials Management

20

Department

Operating Room

Alan T. Williams

Cardiac Cath Lab

7A M&S Nephrology Unit

Kristina L. Diefenderfer

Anne L. Zelko

Cat Scanning

Muhlenberg

Joanne Bartish

SusanJ. Druckenmiller

Special Procedure

Mailroom

WtIfredo Deleon

Robert Gellock

Courier Services

Plant Operations

Cheryl Holub

Eric D. Gordon

Housekeeping

SaleslMarketing
Home Health Group

Diane Kowalski

of Medicine

Katherine Taylor

YEARS OF SERVICE

Deborah L. Bandura

YEARS OF SERVICE

OB/GYN

Center

Carol Heimbach

Radiology-Diagnostic

Cardio Vascular Unit-2S

Rita O'Brien

Jeanne Ivory

Base Service Unit

Nursing Float Pool Cluster

Judy A. Schaeffer
Acute Coronary Care Unit

Anne M. Snyder

Mental Health/Retardation

.

Respiratory Therapy

Diane Wiersch
liS Financial & Admin Systems

J

Kathleen K. Kauth
Home Care-Home Health Aide

Suzanne Jones
Patient Care Services-4S

Giselle Monosa-Hefele
Physical Medicine

DoloresJ.

Montagner

Labor & Delivery

Cynthia Thomas
Information

Services Development

Robert A. Tocci
HSMP-G&A

Patient Acct.
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ANN I V E R S A R I E S

Congratulations to the following employees on their October 2001 service anniversaries!
Thank you for your continuing service to Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network.

30

YEARS

OF SERVICE

15YEARS

OF SERVICE

5

YEARS OF SERVICE

Richard C. Bogert
Mental Health/Retardation

DanielJ. Harttnan
5B Medical/Surgical Unit

Christina Adams
Claims Adjudication

Vaughn Gower
Financial Services

Joan A. Heckler
6B Medical/Surgical Unit

Joanne M. Lesher
Center for Women's Medicine

Dana G. Hosfeld
Sleep Disorders

Kenneth E. Ballinger
HSMP-Harrisburg
Gen. & Admin.

Joan Sclunidt
GICU

Patricia J. Keppel
Operating Room

Joan M. Schultes
Case Management

Charles S. MacDonald
Pharmacy

Grace R Wahler
Adolescent Psych Unit

Joyce K. Menegat
7A M&S Nephrology Unit

Barbara A. Wolfe
Homecare MSO Document
Manager

Gina Mohr
Emergency Service-C

25

YEARS

OF SERVICE

Robert M. Pauls
Supply Distribution Services
Deborah Schaedel
Emergency Department

Carol DeLong
Medical Records
Amanda Grim
Medical Records
Robert Henry
HSMP-Harrisburg Patient Services
Kristin D. Judy
RadiohgylMRI
Becky J. Kauffman
Home Care-Skilled Nursing
Joseph M. Kulig
Information Services
Robert T. Long
Physical Medicine

Merritt Beck
Radiology Administration

Helen R Seifert
Center for Women's Medicine

Tindra A. Bassler
Radiology- Diagnostic

Linda K. Semmel
4A Medical Surgical Unit

Jean A. Bortz
AMB Surg Unit-Staging

Robert K. Stevens
Marketing/Public Affairs

Joseph Macri
HSMP-Harrisburg
Gen. & Admin.

Carol A. Brobst
Endoscopy-G.I. Lab

Judith Szep
Breast Health Services Admin.

Sharon A. McCulley
Mental Health/Retardation

Charlotte R Wallace
ICO Staging & Recovery

Anita Verzino
Security

Karen J. Nale
ASU-PACu/OR

Wanda A. Perich
GICU

Cecelia M. Wotring
Labor & Delivery

Robert Reedy Jr.
MedEvac

Bonnie J. Wasilowsky
Special Care Unit

Barbara A. Zydyk
AMB Surg Unit-Staging

Stacy Ryan
Day Care Center

Shirley A. Wentzel
Medical Records
Nancy Zosky
Materials Management

20

YEARS

OF SERVICE

10

Melissa A. Silfies
Department of Medicine
YEARS

OF SERVICE

Deborah L. Bandura
Cardiac Cath Lab
Kristina L. Diefenderfer
Cat Scanning

Joanne Barrish
Special Procedure

Susan J. Druckenmiller
Mailroom

Wllfredo Deleon
Courier Services

Robert Gellock
Plant Operations

Cheryl Holub
Housekeeping

Eric D. Gordon
Sales/Marketing
Home Health Group

Diane Kowalski
Radiology-Diagnostic
Rita O'Brien
Base Service Unit
Judy A. Schaeffer
Acute Coronary Care Unit
Anne M. Snyder .
Respiratory Therapy
Diane Wiersch
I/S Financial & Admin Systems

Kristen Mackinder
Labor & Delivery

Katherine Taylor
Operating Room
Alan T. Williams
7A M&S Nephrology Unit
Anne L. Zelko
Muhlenberg OB/GYN Center

Carol Heimbach
Cardia Vascular Unit-2S
Jeanne Ivory
Nursing Float Pool Cluster J
Kathleen K. Kauth
Home Care-Home Health Aide
Suzanne Jones
Patient Care Services-4S
Giselle Monosa-Hefele
Physical Medicine
DoloresJ. Montagner
Labor & Delivery
Cynthia Thomas
Information Services Deuelopment
Robert A. Tocci
HSMP-G&A Patient Acct.
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